The Minor in Mandarin Chinese
18 Hours

Required Courses
CHIN 2310  Intermediate Chinese I  Prerequisite: CHIN 1420
CHIN 2320  Intermediate Chinese II  Prerequisite: CHIN 2310
CHIN 3300¹  Advanced Chinese Grammar¹  [Core: I, C]

Choose One Civilization or Literature Course
CHIN 3312¹  Culture & Society: Advanced Readings on Modern China¹  [Core: D, I]
CHIN 3320¹  Advanced readings in Chinese Literature¹  [Core: D, I]

Choose Six Hours of Elective Credits
CHIN 2350³  Intermediate Conversational Chinese³
CHIN 2330³  Introduction to Business Chinese³
CHIN 3303¹  Advanced Chinese Grammar II¹  [Core: I, C]
CHIN 3312¹  Culture & Society: Advanced Readings on Modern China¹  [Core: D, I]
CHIN 3320¹  Advanced readings in Chinese Literature¹  [Core: D, I]
CHIN 3330  Advanced Business Chinese  Prerequisite: CHIN 2320 or CHIN 2330
CHIN 3340¹  Advanced Intensive Chinese Conversation Abroad¹
CHIN 3360²  Practicum in Chinese: Teaching Chinese to Children²
CHIN 3380²  Advanced Composition and Textual Analysis²  [Core: I, R]
CHIN 3398¹  Travel Seminar in China¹
CHIN 4V00  Independent Study in Chinese (1-3 credit hours)  Prerequisite: consent of instructor
CHIN 4350²  Introduction to Chinese Linguistics²

¹Prerequisite: CHIN 2320 or consent of chair
²Prerequisite: CHIN 3300, 3303 or consent of chair
³Prerequisite: CHIN 2310 or consent of chair

All students must (1) meet proficiency requirements at the end of CHIN 2320 to continue in the program, and (2) earn a minimum grade of C in each course applying to the minor.

For more information, contact Dr. Lynn Burley at 501-450-5648 or lburley@uca.edu
Department of Languages, Linguistics, Literatures, & Cultures
University of Central Arkansas